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ABSTRACT 
This report showcased a project from Santa Clara University's Senior Design 
Showcase. Current senior electrical engineering students Karter Naito and Kyle 
Johnson have created a Natural Disaster Relief Communications Box that they 
hope will have a big impact on natural disasters. The device had three different 
power sources to provide power to operate the device : plug-in wall charger , solar 
panel , and a handle crank. Powered by a Raspberry Pi 4, it could set up a local 
Wi-Fi network for people to connect to and receive and send important 
information. To increase the reliability of the device , it was weatherproofed as 
much as possible as well as made rugged. Based on the design , it was simple to 
use and economically viable to make sure the device can be accessible by the 
masses. The hope was that first responders or people in an emergency situation 
have a way to connect and send vital or important messages to one another. The 
intended purpose was to send out evacuation messages or to directly notify first 
responders on where help is needed. The goal of the project was to set the 
foundation for future design projects to further improve the device and increase its 
applications /functionality. At the conclusion of the project , the box was 
functioning properly and a working proof of concept for our device. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background and Motivation 
In the years leading up to senior design, our team had always wanted to work on a project that 
would not only showcase the knowledge that the Santa Clara University Engineering School had 
given us, but also showed the values of professional excellence , responsible citizenship, and 
service to society, especially on behalf of those in the greatest of need that this amazing Jesuit 
institution had instilled in us. We wanted to create something that was relevant and had the 
potential to have a lasting impact on society. 
Natural disasters posed as one of the greatest threats to humanity and all around the world people 
experienced the effects of them. There had been a sharp increase in the amount of natural 
disasters everywhere and so people were constantly put in survival situations. First responders of 
these natural disasters were the people at the front lines that were able to save countless lives. 
They needed to be equipped sufficiently to make sure as many lives could have been saved as 
possible , including their own. During a natural disaster, one of the most important resources that 
tended to be unavailable was communications. There were some forms of communications that 
could be implemented, but they had problems associated with them. [1] 
Figure 1: Cisco 's Tactical Operations for emergency communications 
There were military grade technologies able to accomplish this, but these technologies were not 
open to the public because they were top secret or they cost millions of dollars. Some companies 
have attempted to create portable communications devices, but they were the size of trucks 
(shown in Figure 1.), which makes them impractical for portability. [2] Because of this apparent 
need for a solution, it was important to devise a plan to implement a portable communications 
box that was able to have power and overcome the challenges that the user would have faced in 
an emergency or natural disaster setting. Based on our research, such a device would have made 
a massive impact in the field and could have saved countless lives. 
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In our research , we were able to find background information that showed that the idea of this 
device was thought of previously and how there were some current technologies today that were 
similar but did not meet some or one of the criteria that our team tried to accomplish. While we 
identified what technology to include in our device , we researched some of the issues or 
obstacles that came with it and brainstormed some solutions. With all of this, our team was able 
to get a good foundation of knowledge and research for our upcoming senior design project. 
A previous technology that had been around for a while was the walkie-talkie. The walkie talkie 
was invented in the 1930s and was originally going to be used in the military during the war. 
This device had remained pretty much the same through the years with some updates to it. The 
device had an internal battery , was hand held , and allowed for two way communications in a few 
hundred feet radius. To communicate with the correct party , you needed to be on the same 
frequency , and you were not able to talk at the same time. This was problematic because walkie 
talkies were inexpensive and were able to be purchased by anyone so there was a high possibility 
of interference from other users. Although the walkie talkie was portable , compact , and 
inexpensive , it had a limited range , could pick up many different signals , and was not able to 
generate its own power. It was a very similar piece of technology to our project , but it did not 
check all of the boxes for the design parameters. 
Our team created a prototype of a "Disaster Relief Communications Box". Some key features of 
this box included : three different power sources (the device was able to seamlessly switch 
between each), Wi-fi connectivity , and ruggedness /weather proofing. We wanted to include three 
power sources because one of the main problems with emergency equipment was reliability 
during the most crucial times. There was a solar panel , a hand crank, and a plugin wall charger to 
give the device its initial charge. The device could monitor the charge and switch between the 
three power sources based on the functional and situational conditions. In terms of connectivity , 
we implemented a local Wi-Fi network and a messaging server. 
My team for senior design decided to take on this project because this was something that has 
never been accomplished before. There was not a device on the market that was able to be 
portable , have connectivity , and supply its own power. In many of the related devices , they were 
missing some component of what we wanted to design or they were too expensive. 
CHAPTER 2: PROBLEM AND OBJECTIVES 
2.1 Problem Statement 
When there was a natural disaster or emergency , communications tended to fail. Thus , a 
communications device needed to be reliable and able to work when these types of emergencies 
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occured. A simple emergency communications backup could have been established during these 
scenarios in order to provide the proper aid and prevent the loss of life. 
2.2 Objectives 
When our group started this project , we created objectives that we wanted to complete through 
the course of the project to make sure that we stayed on track with the project and the resources 
to complete the project. 
Objective 1: With any project we needed to make sure that we established the necessary funding 
to ensure we were able to buy everything we needed and for parts we realized that we needed. 
We first applied to Santa Clara University's School of Engineering and got the max amount of 
funding possible , which was $1000. However , based on our initial cost and estimates of the 
budget , that would only fund a little less than half of the project. We then applied through Santa 
Clara University's Frugal Innovation Hub who was able to help us obtain funding from IEEE 
EPICS , which was $2500. This was all the funding that we would need and this funding helped 
our team buy and procure the necessary parts that made this project possible. 
Objective 2: To make sure that we had the right direction and help for our project , we set out to 
find a partner company or a group of people in industry. Although we were unsuccessful at 
finding a company that could sponsor/help our team, we were able to consult with an industry 
professional. Through Santa Clara University's Frugal Innovation Hub, we were able to meet Pat 
Lanthier who works closely with the United States Military as a consultant. More specifically , he 
worked extensively with the United States Pacific Command (USP ACOM) on disaster relief 
because there were many natural disasters that affected the people living in the Pacific. Pat 
Lantheir explained that every year USP ACOM had a conference and they had a top topic they 
focused on. When we presented him the idea of this disaster relief communications box, he said 
that coincidentally that was the top topic of the conference this year. It was portable 
communications in disaster relief situations. This furthered showed the importance of our project 
and how relevant it was today. This gave us the confidence and direction that the project needed 
to take to have a meaningful impact in its application. 
Objective 3: After we achieved our funding and consulted an industry professional , we wanted to 
spec the components of our portable communications box. Based on our direction and vision of 
the project , we made it reliable , practical , and we also kept costs low. With these in mind , we 
had three power sources , made a local wifi network that had the capability to host a messaging 
server and have people share and access information , and made as waterproofed as we could 
make it. 
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Objective 4: Finally , the most important objective was to prototype the actual device itself We 
projected to start the construction of our project starting in the Winter Quarter and by Spring 
Quarter just had final testing for the project. We needed to make sure that our project met all of 
our base criteria for us to consider it a successful project. In reality , we were slightly behind this 
plan of action as we finished the final build in spring quarter. 
CHAPTER 3: PROJECT PLAN AND METHODOLOGY 



























Figure 2: Block Diagram of all the characteristics of the Disaster Relief Communications Box 
At the start of our project , we created an "approach" that we wanted to follow in order to make 
sure that we stayed on track and got the necessary resources or help. We first wanted to do our 
own initial research to have an idea on what were the problems with the current solutions and 
applications with devices in the market and try to solve or improve those problems. Once we got 
an idea of what our project should look like, we talked to some industry professionals as well as 
our advisors to brainstorm the applications and the scope of the project. After we gathered all of 
this information and advice for our project , we designed a rough outline of the design of the 
project. In the figure above , the characteristics that we wanted in the device as well as solutions 
or ideas to implement those characteristics can be seen. 
When we had a rough idea of the parts and components that we needed , we had to find 
candidates for parts and generate a bill of materials for a budget to determine the funding we 
needed to raise for the project. We applied for funding through the School of Engineering and 
EPICS in IEEE. Fortunately , we were able to raise $2,500 for our project , which definitely 
allowed us to buy the parts we needed and costs we were not initially expecting. Since sufficient 
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funding was established, we went forward with finalizing the design to start constructing the 
device. All of the parts were ordered and the construction of the project began. 
During the construction of the device, we constantly did checks with our advisor to determine if 
other parts were needed or if there were corrections to be made. Finally, after testing the device 
fully and making sure that it worked, we were ready to present it at the Senior Design 
Conference and document our project in this report. 





























Figure 4: Second iteration of initial design 
In our initial design shown above, we planned to have the three power sources with each of their 
own batteries and this was to minimize the failures in the system, but we ultimately decided to 
take out two of the batteries and keep it at one to decrease the overall weight and space of the 
device. We also initially thought that we were going to need another antenna in order to have the 
Wi-fi signal, but it turns out the range of the Wi-fi from the Raspberry Pi 4 was wide enough for 
the scope of our project. 
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3.3 Analysis 
We didn't have to make many design changes from our initial design to our final design, which 
helped us to minimize the cost of the overall project. We had to add a charge controller, power 
muxes, low voltage disconnect, and switching regulator from our initial design. These were not 
necessarily really big components of the device so it was easy to implement and they did not 
cause any big changes. 
CHAPTER 4: PROJECT OUTCOMES 
4.1 The Final Product 
After multiple different revisions, the final design of our project ended up being as follows. 
Three power sources with hierarchical priorities, with the wall charger having the highest 
priority, followed by the solar panel and then the manual hand crank. The solar panel was fed 
into a buck converter in order to step down the voltage. This hierarchical order was created 
through the EV Boards which were two input power muxes that chose the primary source unless 
that was turned off, then the secondary source was enabled. This was then connected to a charge 
controller which prevents overload on the battery. After the charge controller was connected to 
the main battery, a low voltage disconnect was applied to ensure the battery does not lose too 
much voltage. A switching regulator was connected after the low voltage disconnect to regulate 
the voltage from 12V to 5V in order to power the Raspberry Pi. The Raspberry Pi was connected 
to a display and an input device so the user could make any changes or additions necessary to the 
software. Finally, external storage was added to the Raspberry Pi to increase the amount of file 
sharing, website, and messaging server capabilities. The diagram seen in the figure below is a 
visual representation of our final design. 


















Figure 5: Block Diagram of all components of the Disaster Relief Communications Box 
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4.2 Testing and Test Results 
Setting up Three Input Power Supply 
Step 1: Connect the 2 EV boards in series 
• The EV boards were 2 to 1 power muxes and by connecting them in series, it allowed us 
to have a 3 to 1 power mux circuit. The correct jumpers needed to be in place to make 
sure the EV boards were configured properly for the desired operation. In the figure 
below, it shows what jumpers need to be on the boards and all other jumpers need to be 









Figure 6: TPS2121 EV Board with the red circles indicatingjumper placement 
Step 2: Test each power source with the EV boards in series 
• In this step, each power source was connected one at a time to see if the power from the 
power source would go through the EV boards and had the correct output voltage. 
o Wall charger : 13.5V 
o Solar Panel : 13.5V 
■ This was with the step down buck converter (goes from 22V to 13.5V) 
o Hand Crank: 14V 
■ With a consistent crank speed 
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• Once each source was verified to give the correct output voltage , all of them were 
connected to test the hierarchy of the power sources. 
• This was tested by having the wall charger plugged in and either the solar panel or hand 
crank at the same time. The power from the wall charger was seen at the output since it 
was first in the hierarchy. When we disconnected the wall charger , the EV boards 
switched to the next power source in the hierarchy which was either the solar panel or 
hand crank (the one that was connected and has the higher priority gets chosen) 
• This was tested on all iterations and combinations of the power sources to ensure the 
proper functionality of the sources. 
Step 3: Connect the EV board set up to charge controller and 12V Battery 
• Now that the EV board and power sources functionality had been verified , the charge 
controller and battery needed to be connected together. 
• The output of the EV boards connected to the charge controller and the battery connected 
to the charge controller as well. 
• The charger controller had a LED display that shows the voltage of the battery and it had 
buttons to configure the charging parameters[3]. 
o If the battery hit below 12V (reasonable charge to ensure the battery doesn't 
completely die), then the charger controller would tum on and start charging the 
battery (when the power source was connected). 
o Once the battery hits 13.8V (the voltage the battery normally sits at), the charge 
controller turned off and stopped charging the battery. 
o While doing this the charge current was measured to have an idea of what current 
was needed to ensure that the battery will charge. 
■ This was found to be around 1.2A. 
Step 4: Connect Low Voltage Disconnect and Switching Regulator 
• The low voltage disconnect was connected to the battery and the switching regulator 
• The low voltage disconnect cut off the power to the load if the voltage drops to a certain 
point. It also showed the current voltage of the battery and the cut off voltage was 
configured on the board. 
o If the battery hits 11 V ( around the lowest voltage that we can allow the battery to 
be at), then it cuts the power to the load. 
• The switching regulator was connected to the output of the low voltage disconnect. 
• After this part was connected to the battery , it will show the battery voltage on the output 
of the low voltage disconnect. 
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• The voltage on the output of the switching regulator was 5V. 
• When the battery was discharged past the cut off voltage , then the output of the low 
voltage disconnect was OV and the switching regulator output was OV. 
Step 5: Connect to Raspberry Pi 4 Set-up 
• The output of the switching regulator was connected to the power input of the Raspberry 
Pi 4 set- up. 
• When the switch was turned on, the Raspberry Pi 4 set-up turned on and started running 
the openwrt. 
• If there was insufficient power , the Raspberry Pi 4 flashed a warning on the screen, but 
since it was receiving enough power , then that was not an issue. 
Settin~ up a Wifi access point throu~h the Raspberry Pi 4 [4] 
Step 1: Install Openwrt 
• Install the latest version of Openwrt by burning the image onto your SD card 
o https ://downloads.openwrt.org / 
Step 2: Reconfigure the port to be "dhcp" 
• "Dhcp" stands for dynamic host configuration protocol , which means that a router 
dynamically assigns IP addresses to any device that enters its network. 
• For this experiment , we got an IP address that was given to our Raspberry Pi from the 
Santa Clara University wifi network 
• The following code needed to be implemented in order to change the port from ' static' to 
' dhcp' 
o U ci show network 
o Uci set network.lan.proto='dhcp' 
o Uci commit 
o /etc/init.d/network restart 
Step 3: Installing Luci 
• The Luci software was used to make maintenance of the network simpler and it needed to 
be installed in order to configure the router settings 
• The following code needed to be implemented in order to install luci 
o Opkg update 
o Opkg install luci 
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After logging in to Luci through the IP address given to the Raspberry Pi, the following actions 
were taken to configure the wireless network to become a remote access point for other users to 
connect to. 
Current IP Address 
129.210.19.106 
Current Subnet Mask 
255.255.255.0 
Step 4: Remove default Service Set Identifier (SSID), Firewall Zones, and Traffic Rules 
• We navigated to the "Network" drop down tab and clicked on "Wireless." On this page, 
we removed the default SSID given to the network by Open Wrt. After removing the 
SSID, we saved and applied the change. 
o Network 
o Wireless 
o Remove default SSID 
o Save and Apply 
• Next , we returned to the "Network" drop down tab and clicked on "Firewall." Under the 
general settings tab on this page, we deleted all zones and traffic rules that were listed 
and saved and applied the changes. 
o Network 
o Firewall 
o General settings 
o Delete all zones 
o Delete all traffic rules 
o Save and Apply 
Step 5: Creating a unique wireless SSID for the Raspberry Pi 
• For this step, we went to the "Network" drop down tab and clicked on "Wireless." In this 
page, we added a new SSID and named the network whatever was desired. (For this 
project the network was named "guest") We ensured to set the operating frequency to 20 
MHz and to channel 36. In addition, we set the correct country code to ensure that the 
network abides by the correct guidelines and saved and applied the changes. Finally , we 




o Add New ESSID ("guest") 
o Set operating freq to 20MHz and channel 36 
o Type "guest" into network under essid 
o Set country code in advanced settings 
o Save and Apply 
o Enable Wireless Overview 
Step 6: Configuring the new network 
• First, we navigated to the "Network" drop down tab and clicked on "Interface." We 
edited the new network and changed the protocol from "unmanaged" to "static address." 
Then we clicked on "switch protocol" and created the IP address (192.168.1.1 ), netmask 
(255.255.255.0) , and gateway (129.210.16.254) of the new network. Finally, we assigned 
a dhcp server to the network and saved and applied all changes. 
o Network 
o Interface 
o Edit the newly created interface 
o Unmanaged to Static 
o IPv4: 192.168.1.1 
o Net mask: 255.255.255.0 
o Gateway : 129.210.16.254 
o Assign a DHCP Server 
o Save and Apply 
Step 7: Create new Firewall Zones 
• Under the "Network" drop down tab, we selected "Interfaces" and then edited the lan 
interface on the page. Next , we created a brand new zone named "LAN" in the firewall 
settings tab. DHCP should be disabled for this interface. We saved and applied the 
changes. Then, we repeated the same process for the interface titled the name of the 
network ("guest" in this case). This time the new zone should be named "guest" (the 
name of the network created) and DHCP should be enabled. We saved and applied those 
changes. 
o Create Firewall Zone 
o Edit the LAN interface 
o Under the firewall settings 
o Create new zone called LAN 
o DHCP server should be disabled 
o Save and Apply 
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o Do the same for interface "guest" (title of network) 
o DHCP server is enabled 
o Save and Apply 
Step 8: Configuring the "guest" firewall 
• We returned to the "Network" drop down tab and selected "Firewall. " We then edited the 
zone titled the name of the new network ("guest" in this case). The configuration should 




o Edit "guest" 
o Name : guest 
o Input : accept 
o Output : accept 
o Forward : accept 
o Masquerading : unchecked 
o MSS clamping: unchecked 
o Covered Network : guest 
o Allow forward to destination zones : lan 
o Allow forward from source zones : empty 
o Save and Apply 
Step 9: Configuring the "Ian" firewall 
• We returned to the "Network" drop down tab and selected "Firewall." We edited the zone 
titled "lan". The configuration should meet all of the following criteria in the list below. 
Then we saved and applied the changes. 
o Network 
o Firewall 
o Edit "lan" 
o Name : lan 
o Input : accept 
o Output : accept 
o Forward : reject 
o Masquerading : checked 
o MSS clamping: checked 
o Covered Network : lan 
o Allow forward to destination zones : empty 
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o Allow forward from source zones : "guest" 
o Save and Apply 
Step 10: Enable and test new network 
• Finally , we returned to the "Network" drop down tab and traveled to the "Wireless" page. 
Next , we enabled the new network that has been created ("guest"). Then, we rebooted the 
Raspberry Pi through the OpenWrt terminal and tried connecting a device to the new 
network to see if the network was functioning properly. 
o Network 
o Wireless 
o Enable the newly created network ("guest") 
o Reboot the Raspberry Pi 
o Connect to the network with a separate device 
Testing the Range of the New Network 
In order to test the range of the new network , our team decided to measure in feet the distance at 
which we were still able to connect to the network provided by the Raspberry Pi. When 
connecting via both phones and computers , we reached the conclusion that the effective range of 
our network was a circular radius between 25 and 30 ft. While this was not a very large range, 
there was a simple solution to fix this issue. A more powerful antenna could be used in place of 
the antenna on the Raspberry Pi to increase the range of the network , which would allow more 
people to access the network as the coverage area would be larger. 
Managing the Storage of the Raspberry Pi [5] 
Adding a USB flash drive for external storage 
• The first steps to add external storage were to update the pi and download the 
block-mount software. Next , we inserted the USB and made an ext4 file call /dev/sdal. 
The fstab file needed to be created and updated in order to mount the USB when the pi 
was turned on. Finally, we mounted the drive and enabled the fstab file. 
• The following code needed to be implemented in order to add the USB flash drive as 
external storage: 
o opkg update 
o opkg install block-mount e2fsprogs kmod-fs-ext4 kmod-usb-storage 
kmod-usb2 kmod-usb3 
o Insert the flash drive 
o ls -al /dev/sdal (should be able to see flash drive named '/ dev/sdal ') 
o mkfs.ext4 /dev/sdal 
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o block detect I uci import fstab 
o uci set fstab.@mount[O].enabled=' 1' 
o uci set fstab.@global[O].anon _ mount=' 1' 
o uci commit 
o /sbin/block mount 
o service fstab enable 
Confieurine the Web Server [6] 
Creating the Website 
• The goal of the website was to be simple and easy to follow due to people in an 
emergency not having any time to waste. Therefore , this led to the website having very 
few components. The website consisted of a general overview of the capabilities of the 
Disaster Relief Communications Box, the instructions for accessing the messaging server 
to communicate with others on the network, and the instructions for accessing Filezilla 
and the contents included such as the downloadable files and file sharing. Some pictures 
of the website can be seen below. 
C 0 • 
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Disaster Relief Communications Box 
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cur,ent t 1,on. 
Menage Others Con~, o lM O~nF 1t@/Spatk app ,n order o message 01 er peopl@ ,n ch@ bu1k:t ng to form an esca~ route 
and rn up with ffiends or loved ooes 
St y Calm and safe Stay 10 conttol M follow ny d11 t1ons 91v n. Downlo.KJ the noor n and g1oup up with oth ,s to ,ncre se 
~ilfety 
Figure 7: Overview of the information on the webpage 
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Figure 8: Instructions to access messaging server as seen on webpage 
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Figure 9: Instructions to access Filezilla, downloads, and public file sharing as seen on webpage 
Creating home directory for the website 
• In order to host a main page with the instructions during the case of emergency , a 
directory with all of the index files was created. This directory was named 'www' and 
was added onto the USB flash drive. 
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Changing ports of web server 
• The user had to first enter the web server configuration page and make some changes 
within it. The first change was to alter the port used to reach the luci page from 80 to 
8080. The next change was to make the website directory that the user has created the 
homepage of the IP address and to change this website directory to point to port 80. 
• The following code needed to be implemented in order to change the ports of the web 
server : 
o /etc/config/uhttpd 
o Edit the line "uhttpd.main.listen _ http='0.0.0.0 :80' ' 1.[::]:80"' by replacing the 
' 80' with '8080' 
o Under everything , add the following three lines: 
■ uhttpd.llmp=uhttpd 
■ uhttpd.llmp.home=' /mnt/sdal /www' 
■ uhttpd.llmp.listen _ http='80' 
Securin~ the Router [7] 
Securing root privileges 
• This was a very simple step as the only necessary change was to add a password to the 
root account. In this case, we added a password of drcb2020 using the passwd command 
in the terminal. 
Adding the civilian access 
• In order to add civilian access with the admin privileges , the Raspberry Pi needed to be 
updated in order to install a new user. This user needed to be given a name, such as 
civilian in our project. Then, we made a password for this user on login ( civilian was our 
password as well). To login as this user, a directory needed to be made along with 
indicating the shell of that user. 
• The following code needed to be implemented in order to add a civilian user with no root 
privileges: 
o opkg update 
o opkg install shadow-useradd 
o useradd civilian 
o passwd civilian 
o mkdir /home 
o mkdir /home/civilian 
o chown civilian /home/civilian 
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o vi /etc/passwd 
■ civilian :x: 1000: 1000:civilian:/home /civilian :/bin/ash 
Or~anizin~ Filezilla 
Downloading Filezilla 
• We downloaded the latest version of Filezilla onto our computer 
o https ://filezilla-proj ect.org/ download.php ?platform=win64 
Creating downloads, public, and www folders 
• The first step was to connect to the IP address of the Raspberry Pi at 192.168.1.1. All of 
the directories, including the external USB flash drive, were now seen in the right panel. 
We entered the sdal subdirectory in the mnt directory , which was the external storage 
that was created earlier. Here, the "www" folder was already created. Next, we created a 
downloads folder that was read-only and added any downloadable files that someone in 
an emergency would need, such as the floor plans of the building they were in. After 
finishing this , we created a public folder that was open (protection of 7777) and read and 
write-only. This folder was used for file sharing for anyone that was connected to the 
network. 
Remote site: I / mnt/ sda1 
~ .. , mnt 
i,,_ El·· sda:o wnloads 
I ..... ? public 
l±J·· WWW 







Last modified Permissions Owner/ Group 
5/ 6/ 2020 3:36:1... drwxr-xr-x root root 
5/ 6/ 2020 3:36:0... drwxrwxrwx root root 
!www File folder 5/ 6/ 2020 1 :55:5... drwxr-xr-x root root ; 
· ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. · 
3 directories 
Figure 10: Created folders within the "sdal "subdirectory 
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V 
Openfire/Spark Messaging Server 
Downloading OpenFire/Spark 
• We downloaded the latest version of OpenFire and Spark onto our computer 
o https: //www .igniterealtime.org / downloads / 
Creating the OpenFire conference room 
• We ran the OpenFire download to begin the process. We selected the 'Launch Admin' 
tab after running , then ran through the setup. First , we chose the desired language , then 
moved on to the server settings , which were automatically completed. Next , we chose 
'Embedded Database' in the 'Database Settings' tab. In the following tab, we chose the 
default profile settings. Finally , an admin email address and password was created. We 
logged in to Openfire as admin using the email and password created in the previous step. 
Under the Users /Groups tab, we created new users and filled out the information needed. 
The next step was to create the conference room in order for these newly created users to 
communicate in. Under the 'Group Chat' tab, we clicked on the ' Group Chat Settings' 
and edited the conference room listed as desired. We then changed the name , added a 
password , and took note of the host address for that room. 
o Current host address: 169.254.24.26 
Entering the conference via Spark 
• Using the users created in the previous step , we logged in to Spark with the usemame and 
password created and filled out the "Domain" line with the address of the router on the 
pi , 192 .168 .1.1. After logging in, we clicked on the ' Conferences' tab at the bottom and 
entered the host address for the conference room created earlier , 169.254.24.26. Next , the 
password created needed to be entered for that room. Now , this user could communicate 
with anyone else who was logged in to this room in real time. 
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<test@conf erence .169.254.2 .26> 
changed the subject to -
test has Joined the room 
Sunda~Mav17, 2020 
(17:09) swimmer27 15: Hello World 
(17:12) test: Hello 
test 
Figure 11: Example of two users messaging in a real-time conference room via Spark 
Walkthrou~h of User Experience in an Emer~ency 
Website 
In the web browser that the user has downloaded onto their computer , they would type 
192 .168 .1.1 into the url bar at the top of the page to access the website in the pictures above in 
the "Creating the Website" section. With this website , the user would find instructions on how to 
reach the file sharing and messaging server components of the project. 
➔ C 0 192.168.1.1 
••• • • • Apps ••• Gmai l D YouTube 
Figure 12: IP address linked to the Disaster Relief Communications Box webpage 
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Filezilla 
Run the Filezilla app that was provided via the link in the "Downloading Filezilla" section 
above. This would take the user to the main page of Filezilla where they enter the following 
credentials to access the SFTP server: 
• Host: 192.168.1.1 
• Usemame : civilian 
• Password : civilian 
• Port : 22 
• Click "Quickconnect" button to access the server 
fi) FileZilla c, 
File Edit View Transfer Server Bookmarks Help New version available ! ;;;; · "..---= 011~0 ~x ~ .. a!= A'-'~ 
t:lost: 192.168.1.1 Username: vilian Password : •••• Port: 22 I Ouickconnect I ..., 
Local site: C:\Users\sw imm\ 
Filename Fil... Filety ... Last ... 
Filef ... 5/13. .. 
AppD .. File L 4/27 
Appli... Filef ... 
Cont... File L 5/1 L 
Cook... Filef .. . 
Filef ... 4/27.. 
Docu... File f ... 4/11... 
Filef ... 6/2/. .. 
Favor... Filef... 5/1L 
Intel... Filef ... 5/24 ... 
ll links Filef ... 5/13... 
Local... Filef .. . 
Mier... Filef ... 4/11 ... 
)\ Music File f ... 5/13.. 
MyD ... Filef .. . 
NetH... Filef .. . 
• one File L 5/25.-. 
Print.. Filef ... 
~' Recent File f... 
I 
Roa... Filef ... 7/6/. .. 
,J>Save... Filef ... 5/13... 
.,.Searc ... Filef ... 5/13... 
7 files and 26 director ies. Total size: 4,403,220 bytes 
Server/l... 0 ... Remote f ... Size P ... Status 
Queued files Failed transfers Successful transfers 
v Rt nor itc 
"" Filen'a... Fil... Fil ... last. .. Pe ... 0 ... 
Not connected. 
Figure 13: Main page of Filezilla 
Not connected to any server 
@ Queue: empty 
After successfully connecting to the SFTP server hosted by our project , the user saw the 
"public ," "downloads," and "www" folders as seen below. This allowed the user to share files 
with other people connected to the SFTP server such as the location of first responders or 
download any floor plans to escape the building efficiently. 
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Filename Filesize Filetype Last modified Permissions Owner/ Group 
dow nloads File folder 5/ 6/ 2020 3:36:1... drwxr-xr- x root root 
public File folder 5/ 6/ 2020 3:36:0... drwxrwxrwx root root 
lwww ........................................................................................... File.fo1der . . . .. . ... 5/ 6/ 2020.1 :55:5 .... . . drwxr-xr-x .. . .... .  root root . . .. ....... j 
3 director ies 
Figure 14: F alders used for file sharing and accessing downloads 
Spark 
Run the Spark app that the user had downloaded onto their computer in the "Downloading 
OpenFire /Spark" section above. Once the user runs the app, they would reach the main page of 
Spark seen below. The following credentials need to be entered to access the server hosted by 
our project: 
• Usemame: test 
• Password : test 
• Domain: 192.168.1.1 
A£CDUnts 
D Saye passw ord 
D 6uto login 
D L.Q:gin as invisible 
D Login anonymously 
AQvanced !:ogin 
Figure 15: Spark main page 
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The next step would be to click on the "Conferences" tab at the bottom and add a conference 
room with the address of 169.254.24.26 as seen in the "Entering the conference room via Spark" 
step above. 
file Contacts Actions Help 
test 
Online ...,. 
Add conference service 
confe re nee .169.254.24.26 
Contacts Conferences 
Search for other people on the server 
• 
Figure 16: Addition of a conference room with the given host address of 169.254.24.26 
Finally , double click on this room to enter the conference. This would prompt a screen with the 
name of the room which was "DRCB" in our case. After clicking on this room , a password is 
required which was drcb2020 in our case. After this the user will be granted permission to the 
room and can talk to other users also in the room as seen in the "Entering the conference room 
via Spark" step above. This allowed users to communicate with other people in the conference 
room in order to assist each other in escaping the emergency quickly and in teams. 
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Join or bookmark room 
Add room to favOfiles list or j o in directly 
Join selected room <:, Bookmark room " Create or join room ~ Refresh 
Name Address 
n DRCB test 
Search 
Figure 17: Conference room created via OpenFire 
4.3 Analysis of Outcomes 
Hardware Analysis 
Occupants 
When the power circuit was complete , we were able to meet the goals and specifications that 
were set and wanted from the start of the project. We wanted to have three power sources , have 
them switch based on the availability , and be generally reliable. The three power sources were all 
able to charge the battery and the hierarchical design we have works by outputting the highest 
priority power source. The power circuit was able to supply the sufficient power to the Raspberry 
Pi for it to function properly. The circuit was able to last quite a while because of the decent size 
of the battery. When tested , the battery was able to last for at least a couple of hours before 
getting close to a low voltage. This shows that the circuit was able to work as well as be reliable 
when needed. 
Software Analysis 
After creating and testing the entirety of the software for the project , it was found that all aspects 
meet their intended purposes. The webpage was simple in design and could be easily navigated 
through to find important pieces of information. The reason this type of webpage was created 
was because people in an emergency do not have time to spare when looking for important 
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information , so we emphasized the simplistic aspect to save these people the time spent looking 
for crucial information. The external storage was sufficient to support any data that will be 
created via file sharing or the webpage. The raspberry pi does not have enough storage on its 
own to hold all the different components for this project , so an external flash drive was needed to 
fulfill this issue. The file sharing and downloads folder functioned properly on Filezilla , which 
allowed for people to share any useful information or download floor plans to navigate and 
escape the building they were currently in. Finally , the messaging server performed to the 
standard in which we set for this project as multiple users were able to communicate via the 
network provided by the Raspberry Pi. This satisfied the ability for users to work together to 
escape the current situation in the safest and most efficient manner. 
CHAPTER 5: FINAL DESIGN 
5.1 Performance 
Because of the nature and the short time frame of our project , we were not able to accurately 
measure the overall performance of the device. We would have to take many data points to 
analyze the performance. If we wanted to measure the performance of the power circuit , then we 
would have to operate and use all of the power sources at different scenarios in terms of the 
weather and charge of the battery. If we wanted to measure the performance of the local wireless 
network , then we would have to clock times on our platform for various files and file types , use 
different building materials to test the range or connection , and once again see how weather 
affects the performance. With all of this, it was very difficult to quantify the performance of the 
device. However , we believe that under "controlled" conditions (good weather , not in a big 
building , and power was working properly) the performance should be good and this was based 
on our team using and testing the device under these conditions a few times(but not enough to 
use as conclusive data for performance). 
5.2 Reliability 
Reliability was one of the main focuses for our project and something that we made sure to 
maximize. We achieved this by having multiple power sources , weatherproof parts , and rugged 
materials. For the power sources , we used a wall charger , solar panel , and hand crank. By having 
three different power sources , you are able to generate power for the device in multiple ways 
depending on the situation. You could be indoors , outdoors , or anywhere in between and still 
power the device. Many of the parts we bought were also either water resistant or waterproof. 
The parts that were weatherproofed include: solar panel , hand crank, keyboard , and the pelican 
case. We originally planned to make water proof /resistant cases for all the other components , but 
because we didn't have access to the makerlab , that was not possible. However , the pelican case 
offered most of the protection from the elements and helped it to be decently reliable. For the 
rugged aspect of our project , we bought a pelican case that was made out of a very hard plastic 
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material , had padding , and was waterproof. With the cases that we wanted to make in the 
makerlab , it would have further increased the durability of the components and the device as a 
whole. Based on the layout of the components of the device and the ruggedness of the pelican 
case, we believe that it could withstand a decent height if the user would be carrying it in hand. 
Because of all these features we implemented , we consider our project to be fairly reliable. 
CHAPTER 6: PROFESSIONAL ISSUES AND CONSTRAINTS 
6.1 Economic Analysis 
The economic impact of our project can be viewed in multiple different ways. We have created 
two different applications for our projects and such the economic impact depended on the 
context of the person in control of the device. For example , if a company takes up the rights to 
the device and starts to sell it, then that company could make it into a profitable product. 
However , if a non-profit or a government adopts this device then they would be taking a loss in 
the sense that it would be a part of their operation cost because they need to buy the device and 
they would not be making money off the device. A common factor existed in both of these 
situations that could potentially cause a beneficial economic impact was the fact that our project 
decreases the amount of time that people spend in emergency situations , which leads to less 
resources being needed to remove those people from dangerous situations. In the end, this could 
have saved relief agencies money in the form of resources and time, which both lessen the 
financial burden of a natural disaster. In addition , the entire box was created with roughly $1700 
and that cost can be lowered if parts were ordered in bulk. 
6.2 Health and Safety Analysis 
One of the potential hazards that our project had was our lead acid batteries. As the name 
suggests , in these batteries there was a mixture of water and acid. The acid in these batteries 
were very dangerous and could cause serious harm. Generally , these batteries contain sulfuric 
acid which was highly corrosive and can damage one's skin if someone came in contact with it. 
When charging and discharging the battery on our device , hydrogen gas formed in the battery , 
which was also a potential hazard to be weary of The battery also contained lead which could 
have caused health problems such as lead poisoning , birth defects , and brain damage if we came 
into contact with it or ingested it[8]. Another potential hazard had to do with the solar panel that 
we used for power. We made sure the solar panel we obtained were not poorly put together , but 
in the event that we obtained one that has issues with it then there could have been a surge in 
power when the solar panel being used which could have caused arcing or things to bum out on 
the device. Although this was very unlikely , our team had always felt that we needed to keep this 
in mind. 
The risk of the hazards of charging a battery could not have been completely eliminated but they 
were minimized. The sulfuric acid in the battery fluid was ever-present within the battery so the 
scenario of a leak could not have been completely eliminated , causing our team to handle the 
situation with caution. One way to help to reduce the risk was to not puncture the casing of the 
battery. We achieved this by making sure it was in a rugged container /enclosure to protect it. In 
regards to the solar panel , surges were eliminated through the use of a fuse such as the charge 
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controller that we were using. However , the temperature of a solar panel could not have been 
eliminated because the panel needed direct sunlight , therefore we steered clear from coming in 
contact with the panel after they have been in sunlight for longer periods of time. We also made 
sure to use parts or components that were able to handle a high voltage and current. 
The risk while charging and discharging a battery was small if and only if the people who 
performed this action knew how the terminals of a battery work. As electrical engineers , we were 
easily able to charge the battery without too much risk. However , it was always best to take 
precautions , therefore , we charged the battery in a well ventilated area in order to properly 
dispose of any hydrogen gas that was released. Finally , before testing any of our hardware , we 
checked with one of our advisors in order to minimize any possible mistakes that we could have 
made that may lead to shorts , sparks, or broken parts within the circuitry. 
6.3 Environmental Analysis 
The Disaster Relief Communications Box provided environmental sustainability through its use 
of solar panel and a manual hand generator as two of its three power sources. Both of these 
forms of power were renewable through either solar energy or manual energy and produced little 
to no waste. The major source of energy in our project that could have had a negative impact on 
the environment was wall charge that will be powering the box in non-emergency situations. The 
amount of power that our project runs on was 16.25W to 17.5W. While it was always good to 
tum electronic appliances off in order to help preserve the environment and lessen the effects of 
global warming , this small amount of power was worth the good that the project provides in an 
emergency situation. The environmental side was especially important to us because our goal 
was to have our project continuously operating , so we wanted to add the minimum amount of 
additional waste to the environment as we possibly can. 
6.4 Sustainability Analysis 
Our project relied on natural energy flow because of the solar panel power source and manual 
hand crank generator that were the secondary power sources for our device. Both sources of 
energy were safe and renewable. These factors improved the sustainability aspect of our project 
due to the small amount of maintenance to keep the device functioning and the negligible impact 
on the environment. 
6.5 Ethical Analysis 
For our project , some of the ethical considerations we had was the accessibility /low cost and the 
real world emergency applications. Essentially the ethical component of our project was that it 
was intended to be used as a tool in emergency situations and in tum save lives. The "goodness " 
in our intention was that we wanted to have a senior design project that has real and impactful 
world applications. Our team felt that the project had a lot of potential to be something that many 
people could use in the future if it was further developed and improved. 
According to the World Health Organization , natural disasters kill around 90,000 people every 
year and affect close to 160 million people worldwide[9]. Of course , this doesn't mean that all 
these people have died as a result of not having communications or unable to get help , but it was 
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clear that natural disasters affected many people and so it was a very big problem. Our project 
was not the finished idea of the design that we had in mind but the foundation or starting point 
for it. If our senior design project was successful , we would have set the foundation for a device 
that could have affected many people's lives. In terms of how our project benefits people , first 
responders or buildings would have been able to have our device and use them when there was 
an emergency. This could save people's lives because they would be able to communicate with 
first responders or loved ones in order to get help or find safety. If someone was trapped in a 
burning building , they could have been able to message for help or receive directions on how to 
get out, which would have increased their chance of survival. 
CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSIONS 
7.1 Final Analysis and Conclusions 
After completion of the project , we have concluded that our project was solely a proof of concept 
instead of a product ready for the real world. There was much more work that needs to be put in 
to make our project reliable enough to have human lives depend on it. However , the three power 
sources do contribute to this reliability factor quite heavily as this provided multiple points of 
failure and less risk involved with the functionality of the project. With more time to flush out 
any design errors, our project could have become a standard in most buildings and relief agency 
resources to combat natural disasters and could have helped save people's lives in times of 
emergency. 
7.2 Future Work Potential 
There are more milestones that need to be reached in order to make this project into a product 
that could be applied in disaster relief situations. The major step that should be taken is to create 
a specific app dedicated to the Disaster Relief Communications Box that contains the main 
webpage , a place to download and share files, and the messaging server that acts as both an 
Android and iOS client. The difficulty in this is that the app must run on a wireless local area 
network without Internet connection , as it must function on the network provided by the 
Raspberry Pi. Having all of our information streamlined on one app would severely increase the 
effectiveness of our project as those in an emergency situation do not have time to waste so this 
way they could find all that they need in one place. 
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Charge Controller: 
https://www .amazon.com/Battery-Controller-Protection-Digital-Display/ dp/B07OX5KD KS 
/ref=asc df B07 415C9V J/?hvadid=31662027 4234&hvdev=c&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlo 
EV Board Datasheets: http://www.ti.com/tool/TPS2121EVM-023#technicaldocuments 
Hand Crank: 
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B07P9TTG9S/ref=ox sc act title 1 ?psc=l&smid=A 
30X1ATEKGGZRG 
Pelican Case: 
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00013J7UK/ref=ox sc act title 1 ?psc=l&smid=AT 
VPDKIKX0DER 
Low Voltage Disconnect: 
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https://www.amazon.com/Magnolian-Display-Supply-Converter-Module/dp/BOOCBCGAL 
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